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• Strategic Health Authority Commitment
  – Reducing variability in standards of care
  – Promoting evidence based practice through the implementation of evidence based pathways
  – Support Trusts in implementing proven initiatives to encourage spread across the SHA – this applies to workforce too
  – Linking up clinicians and commissioners
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‘Making it easier for someone living with Long Term Conditions to stay well and in control – even when life gets complicated’
An appropriately skilled and integrated workforce can:

Have support in the right place – when it’s needed – to make life easier:

• Access
• Information
• Signposting
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An appropriately skilled and integrated workforce can:
Help people to stay in control through:
• Supporting a person to manage their condition themselves
• Providing a range of options
• Supporting a person to make sense of the personalisation agenda
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An appropriately skilled and integrated workforce can:

Help someone to stay well by:

- Supporting lifestyle changes
- Spotting early signs of someone not coping – and escalating appropriately
- Providing the extra help that is needed to simply get on with life
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An appropriately skilled and integrated workforce can:
Help someone to manage complexity through
• The application of Health AND Social care expertise
• Making anticipatory care planning a real and reliable activity –not just a paper exercise
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So…what is stopping you from Taking the Lead? – across organisations:

- What incentives do you have in place to motivate staff to ‘do the right thing?’

- How can we better align
  - Organisations
  - Services
  - Commissioning
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‘We’re up to something!’

- Developing skills for integrated health and social care teams
- Developing case management models – beyond Kaiser
- Getting these into commissioning and operating frameworks.
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